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This 26” Auxiliary Chain Lawnmower
was exhibited in the virtual rally this year
by Clive Gravett. Sold by the Army &
Navy’s Auxiliary stores, it is a rebranded
Follows & Bate Chain Tennis.
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EDITORIAL
Welcome to Grassbox 112. Sadly this
has taken rather longer to put together
than I would have liked and once again
it is therefore coming through your let-
terbox somewhat late, for which I can
only apologise.
In addition I owe OLC members another
apology as this issue is somewhat light
on actual lawnmowers. This is partly
due to me holding over an article form
issue 111 as unusually I had too much
material to fit it in, that article is Alex’s
Darkes’s piece about making a new
gasket for a generator, something
which I felt was relevant to mowers as it
is applicable to any small engine. What

I hadn’t anticipated was that the other
main article this time would not be
about mowers either, but garden rollers,
a related subject that we have never
covered before. I hope therefore that
one or both of these pieces are of some
use or interest to readers!
I am hoping to compile the next issue in
January, and while it would be nice to
think we may have more idea how 2021
will pan out by then, I fear that we will
still be somewhat unsure. I hope how-
ever that members are still working their
way through their restoration projects in
these troubled times and that we will be
able to share the results of some in the
next issue.

Alistair Kinross sent
this image of a dis-
tant relative of his
doing some mowing
sometime in the
post war years.
The mower appears
to be a Greens side-
wheeler, probably
either a Cadet or a
Tutor.
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Long before there were lawn mowers,
there were rollers.  How long before, I
don’t know, but they were used for roll-
ing gravel paths as well as lawns, and
may have been in use as early as the
16th century. We know from paintings
that they were in common use in the
18th century.  Early rollers were made
of wood or stone, but the familiar hollow
cast iron roller was already in being in
the 1770s, even the twin-drum variety
with balanced handle.

Stone rollers (a typical one is pictured,
below) were constructed with two stub

axles leaded into the ends of the cylin-
der, revolving in bearings on the ends
of the wrought-iron frame.  This typically
has a central stem welded or riveted to
the cross bar, with a plain iron cross-bar
at the top, and often reinforced with a
pair of elegantly curved stays.  The
curve was usually concave, but convex
stays are sometimes seen, and a very
early cast iron roller with this type of
stay is shown (overleaf, top). On many
early rollers, the ‘stays’ were thick
enough to form the handle without a
central stem, as in the example shown
here. Also shown is a narrow stone
roller (below, right), probably intended
for paths in a formal garden, which is of
larger diameter than most stone rollers
– the narrow width allows this without its
becoming impossibly heavy.  It manag-
es without any stays, and the frame on
the roller itself
is attached to
the central
stem by two
large hexago-
nal nuts and
bolts, an unusu-
al arrangement.
As on most early
rollers, the frame
is of square sec-
tion wrought iron.
This roller also
features a repair
where a piece of
stone  has bro-
ken off. Not a job
for your average
blacksmith or
mechanic, with a

THE GARDEN ROLLER
By Christopher Proudfoot
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stone roller you need a stonemason to let in
a new piece and secure it with an iron dowel.

Balanced handles have a counterweight
fitted to the central roller shaft, and the han-
dle frame is fixed on the ends of that shaft,
on which the drums revolve (the bearings
being in the drum ends).  Compared with
a stone roller, a hollow cast iron one
with an internal weight provides a larger
diameter for a given weight. The coun-
terweight causes the handle to return
automatically to the vertical position
when you let go, so you don’t need to
bend down to pick the handle up, and it
doesn’t remain sitting on the ground
and rotting away when abandoned.

The latter can be avoided by parking
the roller against a wall when not in use,
of course.

Twin-drums make the roller easier to
turn, and reduce damage to the turf.
They complicate manufacture, because
each drum requires two bearings, and
that in turn complicates the fixing of the
counterweight to the axle.  Early rollers
were cast as an open-ended cylinder,
with spokes inserted at each end.  In
the 19th century, the ‘spokes’ became
increasingly decorative infills, and dif-
ferent ways were tried of attaching them
to the cylinder.  But at some point, some
foundries started to cast the ‘spokes’
integrally with the drum; this could only
be done at one end, unless some fiend-
ishly complex pattern were devised.
Eventually, the decorative apertures
were abandoned and ends, at least on
twin-drum rollers, became solid, which
probably started to happen in the 1890s.

An early single drum cast iron roller,
with slightly ornamental cast spokes,
and ‘convex’ wrought iron says, a shape
sometimes also found on stone rollers.
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One of the earliest firms to
use integral ends was our
old friend Greens of
Leeds, and the use of twin
drums suited the system
as each drum needed only
one solid end.  On very
early Greens rollers, (see
below) the inner end of the
drum had plain inserted
spokes of the traditional
kind, but already in the
1860s, they were casting
a long tube on the inside
of the integral outer end,
creating a long, single
bearing.  The problem of
where to put the counter-
weight was solved by
putting two sector-shaped
weights outside the ends,
which were recessed. An-
other innovation from Greens was the
use of a casting for the upper part of the
handle frame, incorporating at its lower
end a decorative triangle that joined the
side members of the lower frame to-
gether – this lower frame had no cross
bar, and its sides curved upwards to
form the lower part of what would nor-
mally be the stays.  The casting was
presumably malleable, but not quite
malleable enough for its narrow stem to
resist breakage, as shown by the very
early example shown – its serial
number is difficult to read, but has three
digits only and looks like 901. (opposite,
below)  Other makers continued for
many years to use a central stem going
down to the cross bar.

External counterweights were also
used in the Amies & Barford water bal-
last roller, which has a single drum, the
ends close-riveted to the drum to make

a watertight seal.  The
handle frame is a distinc-
tive design with two arms
at the lower end of each
side.  An example of this
roller in the Beck Isle Mu-
seum at Pickering has the
patent date 1863; the roll-
er shown here (below)
has no date, but presuma-
bly can be no later than
1872, when the company

became Barford & Perkins.

This roller, from the period
in the 1860s when Greens
had a Dublin office; it is
No. 1134. It has extended
internal bearings and ex-
ternal weights, unlike the
earlier model, no. 901,
which has internal
weights and inner spokes
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The many designs of
end plates and handle
frames on 19th century
rollers make dating
very difficult, because
some features re-
mained in use by some
makers long after oth-
ers had abandoned
them.  Most frames
were made of wrought
iron, with varying ele-
ments of cast iron; mild
steel took over in the
20th century but with
some cast iron remain-
ing.  From the late 19th
century onwards, the
handle frame typically
consisted of curved
outer arms joined by a
cross bar just above
the roller itself, with a
circular cast iron badge

in the centre.  The badge often carried
the name of the selling agent, but also
some sort of semi-heraldic motif which
can identify the maker.  A crown was
used by Smith & Paget of Keighley, a
lion by Matterson, Huxley & Watson, of
the Lion Foundry in Coventry.  An an-
chor is another often seen motif, but I
have yet to identify its origin.  Some
rollers have a representation of an iron
bridge, presumably a Coalbrookdale
signature, suggesting the famous iron
bridge at Coalbrookdale.  The
Coalbrookdale foundry had been mak-
ing rollers long before this circular
badge became fashionable, and were
unusual in putting their name quite
prominently on their very ornamental
spokes.

Coalbrookdale also made twin-drum
rollers, with a different
end design (probably
cast integrally) and
rather more ornate
wrought iron handle
frames than normal.
Both this and their sin-
gle-drum roller with its
swirling spokes were
current in 1888, but a
later Coalbrookdale
roller has solid ends
(seen left), with the
name very discreetly
incorporated.  The han-
dle frame is still of a
very traditional pattern
on the one shown here.
The top would original-
ly have had turned
wood grips over the
iron rods, with brass
retaining washers at
the outer ends.

Above: Detail of a typical Coalbrookdale
single-drum roller, showing the name
cast into the ‘spokes’.  Rust between the
spokes and the thin wall of the drum has
caused the latter to crack in places.
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A different approach to handle frame
design is seen in the roller shown
Above  where the entire frame consists
essentially of two curved shapes of iron
or mild steel strap. The lower, bow-
shaped one is forged at the lower ends
to form bosses which are riveted on to
the ends of the axle, while the upper
one, pear-shaped, is riveted on to the
lower section and has a secondary
pear-shaped hoop near its upper end.
Exactly how the hand-grip at the top
was attached is unknown, as this roller
had been modified with a crude towing
hitch, but there was probably a casting.
If so, it would have been the only cast-
ing in the entire frame.  The roller drums
are cast, of course, and their distinctive
end plates are found on other rollers,

with more conventional handle frames
or, indeed, with one that combines a
conventional design with elements of
the ‘bow & pear’.  None of the rollers
that I have seen with any of these
elements had a name, but the distinc-
tive design of the end plates of the
drum indicates a common foundry for
that part, and it would be interesting to
identify it.  There is much to be learnt,
as yet, about the manufacture of rollers
in the 19th century.  The variety of
drum-end designs suggests a large
number of foundries, but whether these
foundries all made the completed roll-
ers or supplied them to forges to mount
in wrought iron frames is an open
question.

Below: From a 1929 sales leaflet, a
typical early 20th century roller with
circular badge in a steel frame.
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As the back catalogue of spares for
older machines gradually disappears
through lack of demand, it often calls for
home-made parts and some ingenuity
to get around problems. This article
gives some ideas about making simple
gaskets, when replacements are no
longer available.
Having been furloughed during the
lock-down, I found myself with time to
get on with various projects, many of
which had also been furloughed for
years! One such, was a small Suzuki
single cylinder generator which I had
bought for peanuts at a boot sale a little
over 11 years ago. Like my addiction to
mowers, as soon as I saw it I had to
have it, despite the fact that the crank-
case was leaking oil like a damaged
tanker!
Having got it home, I found that it ran
nicely and looked to have had a quiet
life. The source of the problem ap-
peared to be the joint between the two
halves of the crankcase, separated by
a gasket and I figured that a new gasket
would fix it. This unit was manufactured
in Japan in the mid- eighties – beautiful-
ly made - and my first job was to find a
parts supplier for Suzuki small power
equipment, which came in the form of a
marine agent in the north of England.
Not only had they got the gasket, but
the workshop manual as well, both of
which arrived swiftly.  As this looked like
much more than a Sunday afternoon
job, I filed the gasket and handbook
away, drained the oil from the engine,
putting a note to that effect on the han-
dle, and listed the job alongside many
more round tuits!

Fast-forward to April 2020, rock-bound
at home with seemingly endless free-
time for projects, so the Suzuki engine
found its way onto the bench.  I followed
the manual to dismantle it and couldn’t
believe my luck when my slide hammer
fitted the end of the generator’s rotor
shaft perfectly and its extraction was
easier than expected. Soon the crank-
shaft was in halves and I could clean off
the old gasket – which alone took about
an hour-and-a-half, going carefully to
prevent any damage to the aluminium
facings, which appeared to be in good
shape and without any feared cracks in
the castings. I knew where the gasket
was (astonishingly!) and figured I might
have it all back together the same day!
As always seems to be the case, every
silver lining comes with a cloud. The
gasket was similar, but certainly not the
right one for the job and a quick Google
search revealed that it was in fact for an
outboard motor! Naturally, the supplier
had closed years ago and Suzuki small
power spares now appear totally una-
vailable.
The kit was far too good and too much
fun to scrap, so I decided to make my
own gasket. First job was to measure
the thickness of the original gasket,
which appeared to have been fitted
without any sealant. I used a microme-
ter and took the average of three thick-
nesses to give me a figure of 0.6mm. I
decided that the refit would have gasket
compound (I used Hylotyte Red 100,
which as a semi-setting compound al-
lows for easy dismantling should it all
go wrong!). I allowed for a margin of
0.1mm and ordered online two A4

MIND THE GAP
By Alex Darkes
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sheets of 0.5mm
gasket paper,
which arrived in a
few days. I figured
that I could get four
gaskets out of this
area, which gave
me plenty of scope
for inevitable dis-
asters. I decided
that making the
bolt and dowel
holes with void
punches was easi-
er than making
holes with scissors
and ordered a set
online for about £5,
delivered the following day.
The outer half of the crankcase was
completely flat without any dowels pro-
truding, which made my life easier. My
first thought was to photocopy the out-
line onto the gasket paper, but making
lots of measurements on a trial photo-
copy showed that the image wasn’t
totally linear. I took a trip back to child-
hood school art classes and thought
about making an ink impression onto
the paper and began my search for a
tube of stencil duplicating ink, which
turned out to be the only thing I had
thrown out in 40 years.  If I had been
able to get out and about I’d have prob-
ably bought a bottle of black oil-based
endorsing ink used to refresh the pads
used with rubber stamps. Initial trials
with Sadolin black wood stain seemed
to go well, even with a light grubby
coating of the part. I decided that I could
fix the gasket paper to the end of the
crankcase casting with double-sided
tape on two protruding flanges, which
did not need a gasket. I attached the
double-sided tape, exposing the sticky

second side and coated the machined
surface with a very thin layer of wood
dye, spreading it around with a finger
inside a rubber glove as the material is
hazardous to skin. I immediately invert-
ed this onto a totally flat surface (dining
table covered with a thin rubber sheet
off-cut from the shed re-roof!) which
had the gasket paper on it, pressing
down on the two taped flanges to en-
sure good adhesion. This was then in-
verted again and the paper was tightly
in place and allowed me to run a clean
finger over the whole of the machined
casting to make an imprint.
Removing the paper carefully to avoid
tearing, I found a pretty usable image,
and then made a very rough cut-out
before punching holes with the void
punches, using a scrap piece of gasket
paper,  to check the punching hole siz-
es by comparing them with pieces of
the old gasket. The position and sizes
of the dowel holes were critical, as they
located the gasket on the other half of
the engine. I also figured that I could do
a trial fit, in case the holes were hope-
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lessly out of registration. I found that the
void punches worked best with the pa-
per resting on a flat, but slightly flexible
surface and found an old nylon chop-
ping board, which worked perfectly.
Keeping the punches square and in the
right place was both important and
tricky, before hitting them with a small
mallet.
By some astonishing alignment of the
stars that afternoon, the holes seemed
to work perfectly and all were within
reasonable tolerance, so I set to work to
cut the gasket out, starting first with the
inside and being right-handed, made
sure that the outline was to the left of
the scissors so that I could see to cut
accurately. I used a small pair of Pika-
by, Sheffield-made, paper scissors
which I am certain being both sharp and
easily manoeuvrable, did lots of the
difficult stuff for me!
Coating the gasket and machined sur-
faces with sealant took a while, but the
compound doesn’t set which took the
pressure off a bit. Reassembly was
fairly straightforward and I decided after
a few hours to refill the crankcase with
SAE30 oil to check that all was well
overnight. Alas, this was no fairy tale
and the next morning I found the engine

sitting in a modest pool of oil! After
a growl and a grump I set to look
at the bottom of the crankcase in
detail using a watchmaker’s eye-
glass. This all beggared belief! All
the gasket compound was
squeezed out very evenly, which
made me think that the surfaces
were true and flat. I did, however,
notice a small black mark in the
end of the female thread holes of
the crankcase and went to re-
move it with a tiny screwdriver. It
turned out that it was a micro-

scopic hole, and backing off one of the
bolts revealed quite a large void in the
thread, which I figured was an air hole
in the original casting, which in fact
communicated with the oilway to the oil
drain plug. I also figured that the fault
must have been there from new. The
only thing to do was to fill the hole. I
decided that it needed to be a two-pack
high temperature oil-resistant epoxy
and manage to get online a product
from Gorilla Glue, which was their titani-
um epoxy, allowing temperatures of up
to 180 degrees C. It was good to use,
too, with initial setting within 10 min-
utes, though I left it for 24 hours.
After much head scratching and frustra-
tion, I ultimately had an oil-tight engine
and then spent an afternoon putting the
generator back together. So far, so
good. What I hope is that expansion
and contraction doesn’t wreck the
epoxy seal, but I’ve now got some con-
tentment from repairing something
which otherwise might have ended up
in the skip. And the main thing is that
not only have I started on the road to
improve my gasket-making skills, but I
am working my way down the list of
round tuits!
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1950 10" JP MATCHLESS
Having seen under the JP section of the
'List of Manufacturers' a JP Matchless
Side Wheel Mower I thought I would try
and get one, as they looked a great little
machine. With the cancellation of this
years Annual Rally I was pleased we
had the 'Virtual Annual Rally' to enjoy. I
commented on the forum that I would
like to have been able to buy a Match-
less in the auction, but realised that I
probably had more chance of coming
home with a Unicorn! Shortly after, an
e-mail from Clive Gravett told me he
might be able to help me out. 3 weeks
later, after a 7 hour, 400 mile round trip
I had myself, according to the serial
number an August 1950, 10" JP Match-
less, which I believe was the last year
that they were produced having had a
short production run of 4 years - 1947 -
1950, according to information on the
OLMC site.
The mower needed a new bottom blade
which was supplied by Garfitt's of Shef-
field and new Rollers which were sup-
plied by OLMC member Mike Floody.
The Matchless then had a trip to The

Old Lawnmower Company in Tring,
Hertfordshire where John Gregory serv-
iced and sharpened it and the resulting
cut after John's work is just great.
I have given the Grass Box an applica-
tion of Owatrol Oil as it has some sur-
face rust which I want to keep in check.
Apart from giving the mower a good
clean up that is all I shall be doing to it.
Hopefully good for another 70 years!!
Rob Bain

SUFFOLK SUPER COLT POINTS
I have had a problem with the spark at
the plug. The ht coil checked out, the
points were polished so as to ensure
that contact would be made, the gap
was set ok to spec still no spark!
Bit of a conundrum, so I checked the
continuity of the points when closed, no
continuity on the frame, however conti-
nuity at the actual contacts, interesting.
The problem was that the earth side of
contact point had become open circuit.
A healthy piece of soldering to alleviate
the problem worked, nice spark at the
plug and of she went.
Gilbert Norris.

PETROL AGAIN
Henry Ellis has more from the Daily
Telegraph’s petrol and ethanol subject.
It has been suggested that easily availa-
ble Super unleaded fuels do not contain
ethanol and therefore do not adversely
affect horticultural engines, however it
seems that this is largely untrue now as
ethanol has generally been added. To
these too in recent years. Most super
unleaded supplied by Esso still has no
ethanol but this cannot be guaranteed.

CUTTINGS
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SUCCESSFUL MOWER?
Or maybe unsuccessful given
that I’m not aware of any survi-
vors. Roy Osborne found the
Thomas Gunn catalogue from
1927 containing this advertise-
ment (top) for the company’s
own brand mower. Apparently
they used the “Success” name
on a whole range of products.
It isn’t clear what manufacturer
produced this version, but I
would guess it was an Ameri-
can import. It certainly bears
quite a resemblance to the
standard American made ma-
chines sold by hardware
stores up and down the coun-
try.
New import taxes introduced
in 1932 changed this market
enormously, enabling cheap
British made side wheelers to
become a viable option. The
image below from a 1933 cat-
alogue shows a mower with all
the hallmarks of a Presto
about it. There has also been
a massive price drop, by near-
ly half., some of which will be
due to the guarantee reduction
from three years to one.
Presto’s use of transfers for
the name made badge engi-
neering cheaper, as all the
casting were the same no mat-
ter who was selling it. All Brit-
ish Make seen here is the
standard wording on a Presto
machine, while British Made or
British Manufacture on the
wheels is a sign of a Suffolk.

Next Edition: Winter 2020
Edition 112 Edited by William Proudfoot
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CLUB SHOP
The Club Shop, run by Colin Stone,
continues to be open as normal and
there doesn't seem to be too much of a
problem with delivery times. New stock
of clothing recently arrived. All Club
items for sale can be found on the
website (both in the Members – Only
section). Ideally members should con-
tact Colin Stone by email at :
stonethemows@btinternet.com to
check stock availability and postage
costs etc.

SPARES
The Garfitt’s spares service continues
to be run by Richard Jones. He can be
contacted on 01243 575937 or by email
at lawnmower.jones@hotmail.co.uk to
order bottom blades, cutting cylinders
and fixing screws from Garfitt’s of Shef-
field. Items ordered through Richard are
subject to special terms and you only
need to pay the club after the order is
received. Richard will also be able to
offer general advice on removal and
replacement of the blades.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
We sent out all Membership Renewal
Reminders in early August and the ma-
jority of members have already re-
newed. If the address label on the
envelope containing this edition says
“Until: 2020” you have not yet renewed.
If this is the case, please renew as soon
as possible using the instructions on
your original notification letter or email.
Keith can send your renewal notice
again if you send him an email. If you do
not renew by the end of December your
membership will lapse. We will send

you one further reminder if this will af-
fect you.
Remember, you only need to renew if
the address label on the envelope con-
taining this Grassbox says “Until: 2020”.
If it says “Until: 2021” or anything else
you have already renewed and do not
need to renew again until next June at
the earliest.

WEBSITE ACCESS
To access the Members Only section of
the website please use olcmember as
the password and Maxees77! as the
password (inc the capital M and the !).
This will give you basic access to read
protected areas of the site. However, if
you want to write comments, create
classified ads, or participate in the fo-
rum section you must register with your
own unique username and password. If
you don’t already have a username
follow the Create New Account link on
the Login screen.

ANNUAL RALLY 2021
It seems a long time until May but we're
already thinking about the next Annual
Rally. We'll confirm the exact dates in
the next edition of Grassbox but for the
time being, we are working on the basis
it will be the weekend of 15/16 May
(subject to permission from the muse-
um).
We already know that two of the themes
for the rally will be Atco and JP because
it's the centenaries of both companies
in 2021. Please start getting your exhib-
its ready - it will be really great to get as
many different models from each on
show at the event. We'll announce de-
tails of any additional themes in the next
Grassbox and on the website.

CLUB SERVICES AND INFORMATION
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ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR SALE
Allen Scythe, c1960, FTGH C: Brian Leversha T:

01252 615534 E: brianleversha@sky.com
(Fleet)

12ʺ Greens Zephyr C: Lee Smallwood T: 07930
287567 E: leesmallwood42@gmail.com
(Clevedon)

12ʺ Atco, 1961, c/w Villiers 50cc engine, c/w box,
£40 C: Robert Akehurst T: 07572 107119 E:
r.akehurst28@gmail.com (Maidstone)

12ʺ Atco, 1961, c/w Villiers 50cc engine, c/w box,
£40 C: Robert Akehurst T: 07572 107119 E:
r.akehurst28@gmail.com (Maidstone)

12ʺ Qualcast Powered Panther, 1955, c/w JAP
34cc 2S engine, c/w box, £40 C: Robert
Akehurst T: 01622 759029 E:
r.akehurst28@gmail.com (Maidstone)

12ʺ Qualcast Powered Panther, 1956, c/w JAP
34cc 2S engine, c/w box, £40 C: Robert
Akehurst T: 07572 107119 E:
r.akehurst28@gmail.com (Maidstone)

14ʺ Webb Webb 14, 1980s, c/w B&S engine, c/w
box, £25 C: Robert Akehurst T: 07572
107119 E: r.akehurst28@gmail.com
(Maidstone)

12ʺ Atco Light Two Stroke Mower, 1950s, c/w
Villiers engine, c/w box, FTGH C: Robert
Dawson T: 01257 270498 E:
dawrob6@aol.com (Chorley)

24ʺ Atco greenkeeper's mower with roller seat,
1950s, c/w Tecumseh H60 engine, c/w box,
FTGH C: Robert Dawson T: 01257 270498
E: dawrob6@aol.com (Chorley)

12ʺ Suffolk Colt, 1950s, c/w Suffolk engine, c/w
box, FTGH C: Robert Dawson T: 01257
270498 E: dawrob6@aol.com (Chorley)

14ʺ Atco, c1950, c/w box C: Alan BurdonCooper
T: 01442 877486 E:
nettleden@btopenworld.com (Hemel Hemp-
stead)#

21ʺ Gravely, 1980, c/w B&S engine, c/w box,
FTGH C: Alan Jewell T: 07531 021208 E:
a.jewell309@gmail.com (Farnham)#

24ʺ Atco Serial number 11820, with original man
ual, 1973, c/w box, Offers C: Andrew Rillie T:
01622 710582 E: arillie@waitrose.com
(Maidstone)#

30ʺ Greens G.L.M. 12201, c/w JAP engine, c/w
box, Offers C: Andrew Rillie T: 01622
710582 E: arillie@waitrose.com
(Maidstone)#

12ʺ Webb Two Speed C: Caroline T: 07909
601761 E: Carolineharmes@yahoo.com
(Guildford)#

18ʺ Ransomes Marquis, c1980s, c/w B&S 3hp
engine, c/w box, £100 C: Charlie & Julia
Hutchings T: 01404 822205 E:
charlie@larkbeare.net (Exeter)#

36ʺ Mayfield 2148 Mark 15 0960, c/w Villiers en
gine, Offers C: Crispin Rogers T: 01494
881479 E: crispinrogers@gmail.com (High
Wycombe)#

12ʺ Greens Patent 371944, c/w box, £50 C: Dav
id Appleton T: 07900 982022 E:
david.appleton@integratechnical.com
(Diss)#

Qualcast, c/w JAP 2S engine, c/w box, Offers C:
David McClure T: 07919 484393 E:
davidmcclure9933@aol.com (Holywood, Nth
Ireland)#

12ʺ Pennsylvania P56, c1920s, c/w box, FTGH
C: David Wilson T: 01324 632187 E:
ddwilson@blueyonder.co.uk (Falkirk)#

14ʺ Atco Cylinder, c/w Electric engine, c/w box,
bottle of nice gin C: Huib Attema T: 01671
840262 E: famattema@yahoo.co.uk
(Newton Stewart)#

14ʺ Greens Master, c/w Villiers engine, two bot
tles of nice gin C: Huib Attema T: 01671
840262 E: famattema@yahoo.co.uk
(Newton Stewart)#

14ʺ Qualcast EPS, c/w Electric engine, c/w box,
bottle of nice gin C: Huib Attema T: 01671
840262 E: famattema@yahoo.co.uk
(Newton Stewart)#

18ʺ Webb AB1475, c/w B&S 2hp engine, bottle
of nice gin C: Huib Attema T: 01671 840262
E: famattema@yahoo.co.uk (Newton Stew-
art)#

14ʺ Suffolk Super Punch, 1960s/70s, c/w Suffolk
75G14 model 25A engine, c/w box, £50 C:
Ian Thorp T: 07801 829041 E:
ianjthorp@icloud.com (Manchester)#

9ʺ The Blackfriars, FTGH C: Jane Stewart T:
07447 933236 E: 2659stewartja@gmail.com
(Durham)#

Suffolk Punch, FTGH C: Jill Boyne T: 07787
243116 E: jill.boyne@sky.com (Exeter)#

14ʺ Ransomes Ripper Mk3, 1950s, FTGH but
request donation made to "Perennial". C:
John Allbutt T: 0114 237404 E:
edallbutt@aol.com (Sheffield)#

36ʺ Wheel Horse Commando 8, 196869, c/w
Kohler engine, £400 C: John Gowman T:
01267 241423 E: gowmansmith@gmail.com
(Carmarthen)#
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12ʺ Shanks Britisher, FTGH C: Keith Headlam T:
01202 694344 E: keith.headlam@sky.com
(Poole)#

20ʺ Atco Commadore B20, c/w box, £75 C: Keith
Nicholls T: 01509 843578 E:
keithnicholls1806@gmail.com
(Loughborough)#

24ʺ Atco Suffolk Punch, 1960s, c/w Villiers 4S
engine, c/w box, Offers C: Kenneth Ind T:
07722 043290 E: ken.ind@outlook.com
(Princes Risborough)#

12ʺ Ransomes Ajax Mk 5, c/w box, £30 C: Kevin
Wendelken T: 01223 893437 E:
kevin.wendelken@araymond.com
(Cambridge)#

12ʺ Webb, c/w box, FTGH C: Lucy Hall T: 01242
603673 E: slucyhall@hotmail.com
(Cheltenham)#

12ʺ Suffolk Suffolk Super Colt, c1965, owned
from new., c/w Suffolk engine, c/w box, £45
C: Lynn Burdett T: 07855 106757 E:
lynn.burdett@btinternet.com (Norwich)#

16ʺ Ransomes Certes Mark 10, 1960s, c/w box,
Offers C: Mark Foster T: 07799 036486 E:
fostergardening@gmail.com (Altrincham)#

14ʺ Webb 254, 1960s, c/w box, FTGH C: Mary
Middleton T: 07905 033498 E:
middleton_m@yahoo.co.uk (Maidenhead)#

14ʺ Webb 254, 1960s, c/w box, FTGH C: Mary
Middleton T: 07905 033498 E:
middleton_m@yahoo.co.uk (Maidenhead)#

12ʺ Atco, 1940s, c/w Atco engine, c/w box, FT
GH C: Melissa Mantle T: 07989 778315 E:
melissamantle20@gmail.com (Worthing)#

12ʺ JP Maxees, c1946, c/w box C: Pat Crawford
T: 07721 067257 E:
pathammondahvs@hotmail.com
(Leatherhead)#

12ʺ JP JP Super, 1950s, c/w box, £100 C: Paul
Cartwright T: 07929 423690 E:
paul.e.cartwright@btinternet.com
(Stourbridge)#

14ʺ Qualcast Electric Super Panther Deluxe 14",
three speed, c1970, c/w box, FTGH C: Paul
Grogan T: 07989 508002 E:
paul@theclassicmoulton.co.uk (Solihull)#

12ʺ Webb Webb Battery powered, 1960s, Offers
C: Peter Dick T: 07860 911910 E:
webb@silverware.co.uk (Reading)#

14ʺ Webb 2 HP 3600 RPM 4 cycle, 1970/80, c/w
B&S "Easy Spin" Starting engine, c/w box,
FTGH C: Peter Simmonds T: 01672 810737
E: peterberyls@gmail.com (Marlborough)#

18ʺ Ransomes Minor Mk 7 Reg No BC 588,
1954, c/w box, £150ono C: Peter Sopp T:

01227 830199/07887 893928 E:
petersopp@talktalk.net (Canterbury)#

14ʺ JP Maxees Mk3, 1971, c/w box, Offers C:
Peter Withers T: 01843 221106 E:
ppwithers@hotmail.com (Margate)#

12ʺ Suffolk Colt, 1959/61, c/w Suffolk 75G14
Model 14A engine, c/w box, £50 C: Roger
Park T: 01235 766052 E:
rogerpark04@gmail.com (Wantage)#

24ʺ Webb  24” motor mower model  no  271,
1960s, c/w Villiers type 515H engine, FTGH
C: Sandra Jenkins T: 01903 743671 E:
sandra22jenkins@btinternet.com
(Worthing)#

12ʺ Ransomes Anglia MkV, c/w box C: Sarah
Peaty T: 07947 033605 E:
sarahpt97@yahoo.co.uk (Peterborough)#

12ʺ Ransomes Ajax 12" Mark 3, postWW2, par
allel handles, FTGH C: Stephen Drew T:
01277 560051 E:
steve.drew536@googlemail.com (Ongar)#

30ʺ Horwool Triplex 84, c/w B&S twin cylinder
engine C: Steve Abbott T: 07941 278 345 E:
stephenabbotts65@gmail.com
(Sittingbourne)#

12ʺ Qualcast Classic 35s, c/w box, 125 C: Ste
ven T: 07919 392124 E:
crothers893@btinternet.com (Belfast)#

12ʺ JP Maxees, 1961 C: Gordon Scott T: 01463
239655/07831 821663 E:
gordondscott@btinternet.com (Inverness)#

WANTED
Pre-WW2 Ransomes “Horse Shoe Tank” with

Blackburne engine. C: Tim College T: 07779
387085 E: timgnford@gmail.com (Alton)

Magneto and sprocket for Sturmey Archer Mk5
or Mk5A; cutting cylinder for 8ʺ Silens Mes
sor C: Darryl Shrimpton T: 07595 602016 E:
darrylshrimpton@hotmail.com (Burgess Hill)

Block chain for 10ʺ Ransomes Automaton Minor.
Alternatively, please supply measurement of
chain so I can order one from supplier. C:
Lee Smallwood T: 07930 287567 E:
leesmallwood42@gmail.com (Bristol)

Pre 1940 lawn mowers. Anything considered,
except Atco, including individual machines
and whole collections. Write to Michael
Duck, 1 Belmont Terrace, Shepton Beau-
champ, Somerset TA19 0JX.

Adverts can be submitted by filling in a form on the
Club website, this is by far the easiest method as it
helps to ensure that all the necessary information is
provided. Adverts are also welcome by post or
phone and are free of charge. Non members are
denoted by a ‘#’
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THE OLD LAWNMOWER COMPANY
Specialists in post-war Lawnmowers & Scythes (Atco, Dennis, Ransomes,

Suffolk, Webb, Allen)
SPARE PARTS    SALES    RESTORATION    OPERATION MANUALS

New blade sharpening kit now available!
See website for details: www.oldlawnmowers.co.uk

T: 07930 314187 Ivor Gregory (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

DENNIS Z TYPE SPARES
(former stock of Geoffrey Brooks)

Engine Parts - Piston Rings - Connecting Rods - Oil Pump Drive Gears
Cutting cylinders for 24” and 30” (not 36”) and bottom blades
Transmission Parts, second hand cylinders and rear rollers

hq@testvalleytrout.co.uk T: 01794 512453
Christopher Saunders-Davies (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

THE MOWER CENTRE
For all sorts of spare parts

Atco - Suffolk - Dennis - Villiers - JAP - Briggs & Stratton - Kohler
Gaskets - Piston Rings - Ignition Coils - Silencers - Cables - Petrol Taps - Oilers

Points - Condensers - Atco Kick Start Springs
Call Us For Our Mail Order Price List T: 01323 842477

John Cruse (Old Lawnmower Club Member)
themowercentrehailsham.com

SOUVENIRS/CLOTHING
Fleece £25
Most sizes available to order.

Sweatshirt £18
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Polo Shirt £16.50
XS/Small/Medium/Large/X/L and XX/Large

Pilot Shirt £14
15"/16"/17&1/2/18"/19"

Overalls £33
Reg Leg 31"
42"/44"/46"/48"/52"/54" Waist

Baseball cap £8.50

Car sticker (Round) £1

  Sew on badge £5

Pin badge £2

Tape measure £3

Exhibit log sheet £0.10

Glass tumbler £4 (2010 20th anniversary)

Grassbox binder £6

25th. Anniversary poster £2

Screwdriver multi tool £1

Torch key ring £1.50

Vacuum flask £2

Ransomes Souvenir Cap  £7.99

Ransomes Souvenir Mug  £4.99

Coin holder/bottle opener keyring £1

Published by the Old Lawnmower Club. Email: olc@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk
Printed by Fourly Print, Kings Hill, Kent.


